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 The social hampers for the law sovereignty in exceptional circumstances as a legal 

exemplary conditions and all the socialists and law scientists agreed on it is a global problem 

that does not single out a particular community by the community without another regardless 

of the degree of growth in those communities, They grow in times of crises and wars, and has 

paved the multiple factors for the growth and spread of this phenomenon in Iraqi society . In 

the forefront of the occupation of Iraq in (2003) and set apart by three wars fought by the 

society in which they did not settle for more than four decades, accompanied by government 

policies and intervention Alkhazih regional neighboring countries as well as the absence of 

patriotism and citizenship among citizens and implementing the rule of law . 

The research determined community to study the field on a sample of intellectuals and 

workers in the judiciary and the police as the number of respondents (225) distributed (75) of 

university professors and students have been sighted researcher to be of them familiar with 

the law he signed the check on the professor and students of the University of Qadisiyah ( 

Faculty of Law and Faculty Arts ) and (75) of the Police Directorate of Diwaniyah , and (75) 

of workers in the departments of justice in the province of Diwaniyah district center, has been 

a period of field study ( 01/03/2013 ) to ( 01/06/2013 ) . 

The study aimed to :- 

1- Know breaches forms of law in exceptional circumstances . 

2- Try to identify the reasons why the community of Iraqi society crisis . 

3- Knowledge of the role of social controls ( custom, religion ) in compensation for the 

weakness of law in exceptional circumstances . 

4- Identify the most prominent negative consequences of this crisis on the Iraqi society and 

personal . 

5- Provide scientific study, may help decision-makers in the Iraqi state to find ways to ensure 

the system and the rule of law . 

6- To know the impact of the exceptional circumstances on the rule of law . 

7- Determine what special laws and the extent necessary for the community . 

The study come to a set of conclusions was the most important :- 

1- The former regime has raised significantly in establishing a culture of violence and murder 

among the Iraqi people and thus be responsible for the mess that you get now in Iraq . 
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2- To enter the regional neighboring countries in Iraqi affairs was the most important reasons 

that led to the emergence of cases may be the reason for the absence of the rule of law in Iraq 

after (2003) . 

3- The collapse of the political system in Iraq and the occupation by the Americans and the 

resulting destruction of government institutions, especially the security ones, cause a security 

vacuum and clear and that was a motivation to many of the sons of the Iraqi society that 

exhibits chaotic behavior . 

In light of the findings of the study, the researcher presented a set of recommendations and 

proposals to the relevant agencies . 

It is the most important recommendations:- 



1- Cleaning the police and army from individuals whom associate their loyalty to the former 

regime . 

2- Undergo a comprehensive review of the laws, especially with regard to the laws, some of 

which is restrictive to some extent . 

3- Emphasis on the exchange of security and intelligence cooperation to regional neighboring 

countries and to assist in controlling the border to prevent the entry of terrorists and hacker . 

4- The participation of the heads of clans and tribes sheiks in maintaining security and 

increase their presence in the political arena to the government in addition to the 

strengthening of relations between the clans while maintaining the values of the clan as this 

has implications for the members of the community and therefore the security situation in 

Iraq . 

5- Strengthening the role of the clergy through speeches, sermons and religious programs 

broadcast in the spirit of brotherhood, love, tolerance and rejection of all forms of sectarian . 

6- The eradication of poverty and unemployment by raising the standard of living of citizens 

and provide opportunities for the unemployed and support for social welfare programs and 

the distribution of the country's wealth widely distributed equitably among all citizens and 

attention to the overall development of all economic sectors to provide the largest amount of 

work for the unemployed . 

7- Upgrading the performance of the security services and internal security forces and 

develop and good prepared so that they can adjust the security and order and preserve the rule 

of law and the protection of the Iraqi border . 

The most important proposals :- 

1- Modify the school curriculum for Islamic education in line with the nature of the stage 

through which Iraq and the man-hours culture of Islam in the correct tolerance and live in 

peace and to interact with other Semitic religions and non-violence, religious extremism and 

exclusion of the other . 
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2- Coordination between Iraqi universities and the police departments to adopt projects for 

issuing newspapers and posters calling for religious tolerance and peaceful coexistence 

between the communities of the people . 

3- To encourage scientific research centers on the issuance of research and studies concerning 

the rule of law and respect by the institutions of the state and home . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


